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PROBLEM SPECIFICATION AND PROGRAM SYNTHESIS 
IN THE SYSTEM SPORA 
I. 0. BABAEV 
D This paper presents SPORA, a system for program synthesis using knowl- 
edge bases. The nonprocedural style of problem specification supported by 
the system is illustrated. The specification language has some features of 
very high level languages. The emphasis is on the program synthesis 
devices underlying the system. In the framework of a single formalism, 
different algorithms of program synthesis employed in the system are 
compared. a 
The system SPORA was designed as a tool for development of applied packages and 
related databases. The communication of a user with the packages and the 
databases was intended to be at a nonprocedural level. The level essentially 
depends on the language chosen to specify the problem domain associated with a 
package and the problems themselves, and hence on the device for automated 
program synthesis supporting the language. 
As the starting point of the specification language design the language UTOPIST 
[5] was taken. The designers assumed the mathematical notion of relation as a 
basis of the problem domain specification language. A problem domain description 
in the language DESCARTES [l]-the input language of the system sPoRA--is a 
sequence of relation definitions depicting the notions of the domain. Each defini- 
tion may refer to the preceding ones. It should be noted here that UTOPKT formally 
also admits a hierarchy of notion definitions. Yet the semantics of that language 
compels one to interpret each definition as a macro when a reference to it occurs. 
The expansion of the definition enables one to bind a computational model to the 
notion 181. It is well known that extraction of a program for a solvable problem 
from its computational model is efficiently realizable. On the other hand, macro 
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expansion may result in an excessive expansion of the notion description. There- 
fore the authors of SPORA preferred a natural semantics of relations. 
The first version of the system SPORA was developed in 1980-82. As the 
specification language a rather restricted subset of DESCARTES was taken. Only the 
simplest form of dependencies between the components of a relation was allowed. 
Each problem specification had to be inserted in a Pascal program. Thus a user 
could work with the package only in the environment of the program. The first 
version also provided the user with linguistic means of relational type for the 
access to databases (again in the environment of a Pascal program). 
The development of the first version had the following objectives: (1) to verify 
the architecture of the system at large; (2) to test on real packages the efficiency of 
the chosen algorithms of program synthesis. This development was of an experi- 
mental kind, and the limits of the version capacities were soon reached. The 
synthesis algorithms were recognized as rather appropriate. The architecture of 
the version elicited many more reproaches. For a description of the version see [2]. 
In 1983-85 the second version of the system was developed [3]. It was tried and 
accepted at the state level. The version offers a number of system configurations. 
In the simplest one, two stages of the problem solving are distinctly separated: the 
stage of storing knowledge of the problem domain and related problems, and the 
stage of program synthesis using this knowledge. 
The knowledge of the problem domain is represented as an aggregate of 
specifications of the domain notions and problems. They form the domain knowl- 
edge base, implemented as a library. One may add new specifications to the library 
(but not delete them) and use some of its specifications while forming other 
knowledge bases. Some modifications of the specification language DESCARTES 
have been made to meet the requirement of knowledge base modularity. Also, 
there is no need to embed a problem specification in the environment of a 
procedural programming language. 
The expressive power of the language may be demonstrated by an example 
taken from [lo]. The example deals with the rectilinear motion of a particle of 
mass m under the influence of the constant force F within the time interval from 
tl to r2, the initial velocity being equal to vl. We are interested as well in the 
following characteristics of the motion: the final velocity v2, the mean velocity v, 
the displacement ds of the particle during the time interval, the acceleration a, the 
work dE of the acting force, the initial and final kinetic energies El and E2, and 
the increments of the velocity (dv) and of the time (dt). We assume that time, 
velocity, distance, and mass each can have different units of measurement, while 
the other quantities are measured in a standard system of units. The specifications 
of the notions time, distance, velocity, mass, and rectilinear uniformly accelerated 
motion are included in the problem domain description in the following form: 
type time = 
tuple s:real; h:real where s = *(h,3600) endt endtp; 
type distance = 
tuple m:real; km:real where m = *@m,lOOO) endt endtp; 
type velocity = 
tuple ms:real; kmh:real where ms = /( * (kmh,3600),1000) endt endtp; 
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type mass = 
tuple kg:real; g:real where g = *(kg,lOOOI endt endtp; 
type motion = 
tuple tl,t2,dt : time; 
vl,v2,dv,v : velocity; 
ds : distance; m : mass; 
a,F,El,E2,dE : real 
where dt.s = - (t2.s,tl.s); dv.ms = - (v2.ms,vl.ms); 
v.ms = /( + (vl .ms,v2.ms),2); dE = - (E2,El); 
El = /( * (m.kg, * (vl.ms,vl.ms)),2); 
E2 = /( * (m.kg, * (v2.ms,v2.ms)),2); 
F = *(m.kg,a); dv.ms = *(a,dt.s); ds.m = *(v.ms,dt.s) 
endt endtp 
The type real is considered predefined together with all the operations for real 
numbers: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. (We use here the 
prefix form of expressions, which is used in the current version.) 
We emphasize that the form of notion description we have used is very like 
those in the majority of relational languages. 
A number of problems may be specified on the basis of the relation motion. Let 
us consider as an example the problem of computing the value of the acting force 
F when the bounds of the time interval tI,t2, the boundary velocity values vl,v2, 
and the mass m of the particle are given. Let the mass be expressed in grams while 
the other quantities are measured in standard units. The problem may be specified 
and put into the knowledge base in the following nonprocedural way: 
object p : map real,real,real,real,real + real 
= func tb,te,vb,ve,m. 
elem x : motion 
where x.tl.s = tb; x.t2.s = te; 
x.vl.ms = vb; x.v2.ms = ve; x.m.g = m 
proj(F) ende1.F endob 
One may use the procedural form of knowledge representation as well. For 
example, the dependency between the time and the covered distance for a freely 
falling particle can be expressed as follows: 
object g : real = 9.8 endob; 
object h : map real -+ real = func t./( *(g, * (t,t)),2) endob 
The construction in the brackets elem and endel is called a subproblem. It is 
considered in the language as a kind of term. This gives way to mixed (procedural- 
declarative) specifications. 
The system compiler translates a collection of object and type definitions for a 
problem domain into an internal representation and puts the result into the 
problem domain library. The library is a set of modules, each one representing an 
object or type specification. The modules are accessible via the catalogue of the 
library. 
The internal representation of specifications is oriented to an efficient use of the 
knowledge base at program synthesis. The needs of the context analysis when 
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compiling specifications are also to be taken into account. DESCARTES is a strongly 
typed language, but its type-checking rules are not simple at all. In order that a 
user may get information on the problem domain, the possibility of reconstructing 
the original representation of specifications aved in the library must be provided 
for as well. 
All things considered, the designers gave up the idea of the internal representa- 
tion of specifications being minimal. Each module of a library is divided into 
sections so that the most frequently used information can be easily produced. 
Some sections are used for analysing the input text. As a rule they contain either 
tables or expressions in prefix form. The contents of these sections suffice to 
reconstruct the original specifications. Other sections contain the information 
which can in principle be extracted from the previous ones. But here it is 
represented in such a way that its use at program synthesis is quite efficient. 
Exactly what sections a module contains depends on the specification from which 
the module originates. Some sections exist only during certain periods, e.g. the 
sections for subproblem programs. All references from one module to others are 
indirect; a special reference section is used to store them. When the module is 
transferred from one library into another, only this section is to be corrected. 
For every object declared in the library the system may be asked to synthesize 
an equivalent procedure in FORTRAN. The synthesis is accomplished in two stages. 
First a procedure equivalent to the given specification, but without any subprob- 
lems, is derived. The procedure is expressed in the so-called abstract scheme 
language. The language is obtained by adding to the procedural means of the 
specification language the assignment construction and control structures typical of 
programming languages. Then the abstract scheme (procedure) is compiled in a 
conventional way into a FORTRAN subroutine. 
The abstract scheme is synthesized by a special component of the system, called 
the planner. The main problem of abstract scheme synthesis-subproblem elimi- 
nation-is solved by extracting a program for every subproblem from a proof of 
the theorem stating that the subproblem is solvable. The theorem is proved in a 
special calculus, similar to the calculus called structured synthesis cafculus [9]. The 
search for a proof of the theorem is the most sophisticated stage of program 
synthesis. 
The language of the calculus is based on the specification language. There are 
calculus formulas of the following sorts: type definitions, object definitions, subprob- 
lem definitions, type assertions, equations, and computability statements (or dependen- 
cies). A type assertion of the form t(x) asserts that the item x is of the type t. A 
computability statement is of the form (X -+ Y), where X and Y are lists contain- 
ing names of components (or subcomponents) of a relation element and also 
names of objects and subproblems. The items of these lists we call atoms. The 
expression (X + Y) means: if the values of all the items from X are given, then the 
values of all the items from Y can be computed (using a definite procedure). 
A type definition in the calculus is nearly of the same form as in the specifica- 
tion language, viz: 
(t = (a,, . . ., a,), tl(a,), . . ., t,(a,), ~9, 
where al,. . . , a, are names of all the components of the relation f, ti(ui) asserts 
that the component ai is of the type ti, and E is the list of equations generated by 
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the type t specification. Each of its equations of the form fi = f2 yields for the list 
E the equation f; = f;(X; Y). Here fi and f; arise from fi and fi when the 
outermost subproblems are replaced by their unique names, X is the list of object 
and subproblem names occurring in the equation and of those components with 
respect to which the equation is not solvable, and Y is the list of those components 
with respect to which the equation is solvable. The lists X and Y must include all 
the atoms the equation contains. 
An object definition looks like (p =f’(X)), where f’ arises from the term f 
specifying the object p when all its subproblems are replaced by their names, and 
X is the list of all the object and subproblem names occurring in the term f. 
A calculus expression of the form (s = 4(x) + R/E) is called a subproblem 
definition. It names uniquely the following subproblem of the specification lan- 
guage: 
elem x:t where E proj( R) ende1.R 
The context of a subproblem includes not only all the objects mentioned in the 
subproblem, but possibly also some variables. In our example the context of the 
subproblem contains the variables tb, te, vb, ve, m. A list of such global variables 
may be placed in the square brackets at the beginning of a subproblem definition. 
Related global variables are introduced similarly into equations and computability 
statements. For example, the calculus definition of the subproblem s from the 
specification of the object p may look as follows: 
( [tb,te,vb,ve,m] s = !motion(x) --f x.F 
/ [tb] x.tl.s = tb(;x.tl.s), [te] x.t2.s = te(;x.t2.s), 
[vbl x.vl.ms = vb(;x.vl.ms), [velx.v2.ms = ve(;x.v2.ms), 
[ml x.m.g = m(;x.m.g) 
Of what significance global variables are for program synthesis we shall see 
later. 
The derivable objects of the calculus are sequents-expressions of the form 
r * P, where P is a formula of the calculus and r is a list of such formulas. The 
order of elements in this and other lists occurring in a sequent is insignificant and 
may be implicitly changed. The union of the lists A and B is denoted by A,B. 
The axioms of the calculus are: 
(Al) r,P=-P (A2) r-([G]X+X) 
Its inference rules are: 
the rule of object realization 
(OR) ; * p =;tl”” 
=a+ 
-+4 
the rule of subproblem realization 
(SRI l- * ([G] s = !t(x) -+ R / E) 
r,W,E - ([Gl+R) 
r-,pS) 
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the rules of type unfolding 
(TUl) r = (t = S,t’(a)) 
r - t(x) 
r - t’(x.a) 
0X2) ; - C& WGIfi =fi(W)) 
= 
r*[G]fi =fiIy/x.l:Z/x.Z](x..x.Z) 
the rule of equation solving 
(ES) r - tG]fi = f,(r;Z,.d 
r= ([G]y,Z ‘X) 
the rules of structure 
CW l- - (t = (A),S’) 
r a t(X) 
r- ([G]Y+ Z,x) 
r - ([G]Y+ Zx,x.A) 
the rule of weakening 
059 r- ([G]Y-,z,x) 
r,Ll- ([G,H]Y+Z) 
the rule of composition 
(0 r = ([G] W+X,Y) 
r- ([H]Y+Z) 
w r - (t = (A)$) 
r= t(X) 
r * ([G]Y+ Z,x.A) 
r = ([G]Y+ Z,x.A,x) 
r- ([G,H] W+x,YZ) 
In the axioms and the rules the following notation is used: 
r,17 = lists of formulas; 
P = a formula; 
R,X,Y,Z,W= lists of atoms; 
A = a list of relation component names; 
E = a list of equations; 
S,S’ = lists of formulas occurring in type definitions; 
G,H = lists of global variables; 
p = an object name; 
s = a subproblem name; 
t,t’ = type names; 
a = a relation component name; 
x = a name of a quantity, i.e. of an element of a relation or its 
(subkomponent; 
Jfl,fi = terms. 
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If x is a quantity and Y is a list consisting of the quantities y,, . . . , y,, then x.Y 
denotes the list x.y,, . . . ,x.yn. 
To synthesize a procedure for a problem domain object p the sequent M 3 
( -+p) is to be derived, M being the set of definitions of types, objects, and 
subproblems from the problem domain (in the language of our calculus). Without 
loss of generality all the global variables and the subproblem element names in M 
can be considered different (otherwise rename them in the initial specifications). 
To derive the sequent the rule OR should be used after having proved 
computability (realizability) of all the objects and subproblems the object p refers 
to. According to the rule SR, to prove realizability (solvability) of a subproblem 
means to prove the computability of a set of quantities R [which are (sub)compo- 
nents of a relation element xl, assuming that all the subproblem conditions are 
satisfied. In other words, the dependency ([G]+ R) is to be derived from the 
definitions of the problem domain, the assertion concerning the type of the 
element X, and the equations of the subproblem (here G is the list of global 
variables of the subproblem). The rules TUl and TU2 allow one to use in 
deduction the equations from the type definitions in addition to those from the 
subproblem specification. The equations lead via the rule ES to the base depen- 
dencies from which, by applying repeatedly the rules C, Sl, S2, and W, any derived 
dependency can be obtained, in particular ([G]-+ R). 
Let us prove that the object p from our example is realizable. The set M of the 
problem domain calculus definitions looks like this (some inessential details are 
omitted): 
( time = (s,h>,real(s),real(h>,e,(;s,h) 1  
( distance = (m,km),real(m),real(km),e,(;m,km) >, 
( velocity = (ms,kmh),real(ms),real(kmh),e,(;(ms,kmh) 1, 
( mass = (kg,g),real(kg),real(g),e,(;kg,g) 1, 







e,,(;F,m.kg,a), eJ;dv.ms,a,dt.s), e,,(;ds.m,v.ms,dt.s) 1,
([tb,te,vb,ve,m] s = !motion(x) --+ x.F/ [tb]e,,(;x.tl.s), 
[tele,,(;x.t2.s), [vble,,(;x.vl.ms), [ve]e,,(;x.v2.ms), 
[ml e,,Cx.m.g) 1,
(p = f,,(s)) 
Denote the calculus definitions of the type motion, of the type muss, and of the 
subproblem by D,, D,, and D, respectively, and the list of the calculus equations 
of the subproblem by E. Let Ml stand for the list M,motion(x),E. Then a 
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derivation of the sequent M - ( -+p) may be represented as follows: 
1. M, * [tb]e,,(;x.tl.s) (Al) 
2. M, - ([tb] + x.tl.s) (1;ES) 
3. M, + [te]e,,(;x.t2.s) (Al) 
4. M, - ([te] + x.t2.s) (3;ES) 
5. M, - [vb]e,,(;x.vl.ms) (Al) 
6. M, - ([vb] + x.vl.ms) (5;ES) 
7. M, - [ve]e,,(;x.v2.m.s) (Al) 
8. M, * ([ve] + x.v2.ms) (7;ES) 
9. M, - [m]e,,(;x.m.g> (Al) 
10. M, * ([ml + x.m.g) (9;ES) 
11. M, - motion(x) (Al) 
12. M13D1 (Al) 
13. M, * e,(;x.dt.s,x.t2.s,x.tl.s) (12,11;TU2) 
14. M, - (x.t2.s,x.tl.s + x.dt.s) (13;ES) 
15. M, - ([tb,tel + x.tl.s,x.t2.s) WC) 
16. M, * ([tb,te] --) x.tl.s,x.t2.s,x.dt.s) (15,14;C) 
17. M, * e,(;x.dv.ms,x.v2.ms,x.vl.ms) (12,11;TU2) 
18. M, - (x.v2.ms,x.vl.ms -+ x.dv.ms) (17;ES) 
19. M, - ([tb,te,vbl -+ x.tl.s,x.t2.s,x.dt.s,x.vl.ms) (16,6;C) 
20. M, - ([tb,te,vb,vel + x.tl.s,x.t2.s,x.dt.s,x.vl.ms,x.v2.ms) (19,8;C) 
21. M, - ([tb,te,vb,ve] + x.tl.s,x.t2.s,x.dt.s,x.vl.ms,x.v2.ms,x.dv.msI (20,18;C) 
22. M, * e,,(;x.dv.ms,x.a,x.dt.s) (12,11;TU2) 
23. M, - (x.dv.ms,x.dt.s -j x.a) (22;ES) 
24. M, - ([tb,te,vb,ve] + x.tl.s,x.t2.s,x.dt.s, 
x.vl.ms,x.v2.ms,x.dv.ms,x.a) (21,23;C) 
25. M, - mass(x.m) (12,ll;TUl) 
26. M, -D, (Al) 
27. M, * e,(;x.m.kg,x.m.g) (26,25;TU2) 
28. M, * (x.m.g + x.m.kg) (27;ES) 
29. M, *([ml -+ x.m.g,x.m.kg) (10,28;C) 
30. M, - ([tb,te,vb,ve,m] + x.tl.s,x.t2.s,x.dt.s, 
x.vl.ms,x.v2.ms,x.dv.ms,x.a,x.m.g,x.m.kg) (24,29;C) 
31. M, - e,,(;x.F,x.m.kg,x.aI (12,11;TU2) 
32. M, * (x.m.kg,x.a --f x.F) (31;ES) 
33. M, - ([tb,te,vb,ve,m] -+ x.tl.s,t;t2.s,x.dt.s, 
x.vl.ms,x.v2.ms,x.dv.ms,x.a,x.m.g,x.m.kg,x.F) (30,32;C) 
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34. M, * ([tb,te,vb,ve,m] + x.F) (33;W) 
35. M 3 D, (Al) 
36. M*(+s) (35,34;SR) 
37. M j (p = f,,(s)) (Al) 
38. M=+(+p) (37,36;0R) 
There is a complete decision procedure for deducibility of any sequent of the 
form M * ( -+p) (M is the set of definitions describing a problem domain; p is an 
object from the domain). The procedure checks whether the sequent is derivable 
and, if so, produces its derivation. 
Consider the list of names of all the objects and subproblems directly or 
indirectly referred to in the definition of the object p. Sort the list in such a way 
that there are no references to any name from the definitions for the preceding 
names. This can be done assuming the absence of recursive references. In 
consecutive order, for each element pi of the list, an attempt is made to deduce 
the sequent M =z. ( *pi). If pi is an object, then the derivation of the sequent can 
be composed (with the help of the rules C and OR) of the derivations for the 
objects and subproblems mentioned in the definition of the object pi. If pi is a 
subproblem with a definition of the form ([G]pi = h(x) + R/E), then the deriva- 
tion of the subproblem sequent M,t(x),E - ([G]+ R) is looked for. This derivation 
yields at once a derivation for the subproblem. 
For every subproblem sequent of the form M, t(x),E * ([G] + R) a derivation is 
searched for in the following way. The definitions of the types to which the formula 
t(x) refers directly or indirectly are unfolded in turn, beginning with the type t. For 
this purpose the rules TUl and TU2 are applied once for each component and 
each equation from the definitions. Thus a set E’ of equations is derived. They 
determine all the connections between the components and subcomponents of any 
element x of the type t. Further, using the equations from E,E’, the decision 
procedure initializes and extends the set of computable quantities. At the initial- 
ization step the procedure, with the help of the rule C, deduces the dependency 
( -+ P), where P consists of the names of all the objects and subproblems whose 
realizability is already proved. At the extension step the procedure repeatedly 
applies a pair of rules-first the rule ES, then the rule C (sometimes Sl or S2). 
Each,time, it derives from an equation of the list E,E’ and a deduced dependency 
of the form ([G] + X) a new dependency ([HI--+ Y) such that Xc Y. The process 
may be terminated when either the dependency ([G’]* Z,R) is derived (G’ c G) 
or the set of computable quantities cannot be extended any more. In the former 
case a derivation of the subproblem sequent can be produced (actually, it remains 
to apply the rule. W). In the latter case there is no derivation of the goal sequent. 
An efficient algorithm to construct the closure of a set of quantities respecting a 
set of dependencies is well known [ll]. It was slightly modified in order to be used 
for finding all the computable quantities for a subproblem. The modified algorithm 
runs in O(l(E,E’)) time, where E,E’ is the list of equations for the subproblem 
determined as in the decision procedure, and l(E,E’) is the length of the record of 
this list. The algorithm uses a net structure constructed beforehand. In this 
structure every quantity is linked with a sublist of pointers to all the equations 
containing the quantity. Every equation is supplied with a counter of the quantities 
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occurring in the equation whose computability is not yet verified. Every structured 
quantity is supplied with a similar counter to check whether the computability of 
all its immediate components is already proved. For each quantity whose com- 
putability is already ascertained, the algorithm looks through the associated list of 
equations, decrementing the counter by one for each of them. At the same time it 
attempts to use those equations whose counters reach the value 1 to extend the set 
of computable quantities. The algorithm considers each equation no more times 
than the number of quantities it contains. In addition the algorithm should attempt 
to apply the rules Sl and S2. It can do it, for example, before passing to the next 
equation list in turn. 
The algorithm just described was implemented in the first and the second 
versions of the system SPORA. It is also used in the planner of the system 
MICROPRIZ [4]. The algorithm seems to be very popular in computation planning. 
Yet, it is easy to see that it is unreasonable to try to construct the whole set of 
computable quantities while searching for a subproblem sequent deduction, since 
not all the quantities are really needed in the proof of computability of the set R 
demanded by the subproblem. One of the first version planners makes use of an 
original algorithm for goal-oriented extension of the set of computable quantities. 
It employs the same net structure as the previous one. Departing from the initial 
set of goals, R, the algorithm generates new subgoals (which are also quantities). It 
does this while looking through the lists of equations associated with the quantities 
already generated as subgoals. If an equation is solvable with respect to the 
quantity heading the list under consideration, then every other quantity in the 
equation whose computability is not ascertained yet is stated to be a new or an old 
subgoal. For each of them a reference to the equation is added to a special list 
every subgoal is supplied with. The subgoal generation is interrupted when an 
equation containing only one quantity whose computability is not proved is run 
into. Then the extension of the set of computable quantities starts, only equations 
from the special lists being used. Once all of them are exhausted, in case the set of 
computable quantities does not yet comprise the goal set R, the subgoal genera- 
tion is resumed. 
In this algorithm the number of applications of the rules ES and C is less than 
(or at most equal to) that in the previous one. However, additional work on 
subgoal generation is needed. The time bounds of both algorithms are of the same 
order. The same estimate holds for the time of creation of the net structure 
employed by the algorithms. But to get all these estimates one must suppose that 
there is enough direct access memory to store the whole net. Otherwise some 
difficulties arise, for in this case neither joining a node to the net nor moving from 
a node to an adjoining one can be considered as an elementary operation. 
The first stage of the considered strategy of subproblem sequent derivation 
consists in unfolding the type t the subproblem is associated with. The number of 
equations derived at this stage is bounded by Lh, where h is the hierarchy depth of 
the type t definition and L is the total number of immediate components and 
equations of the type t and all those it refers to directly or indirectly. Usually this 
bound considerably exceeds the number of equations in the list E,E’. Nevertheless 
we have encountered problem domain descriptions of real life packages for which 
type unfolding either failed because of lack of computer memory or consumed too 
much time for net construction, whereas derivation search was rather quick. The 
point is that the majority of equations derived during type unfolding may be 
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unrelated to the subproblem. Consider, for example, the problem of computation 
of t from tl and t2 for an element x of relation motion. With only the values of 
x.tZ and x.t2 known, it is impossible to compute the values of xvi, x.v2, x.dv, etc. in 
any measurement units. So to apply the TU rules to these quantities is unreason- 
able. Evidently these rules should not be applied for any quantity until a (sub)com- 
ponent of it is proved to be computable. One can easily see as well that to browse 
through the equations containing a certain quantity it is sufficient to supply every 
relation representation with a local list of references to such equations. 
These considerations underlie the algorithm for construction of the set of 
computable quantities which was implemented in the last variant of the second 
version. Besides the memory for auxiliary structures comparable in length with the 
original specifications, the algorithm needs memory only to keep the names of the 
quantities proved to be computable and the counters for the equations of the list 
E,E’ containing these quantities. Owing to that, not all the equations from E,E’ 
are derived, so time is saved too. 
While searching for a deduction of the sequent M * ( +p) some redundant 
sequents may be derived. Before extracting the abstract scheme from the deduc- 
tion, the planner refines it. Only those sequents are left which are needed to justify 
derivability of the goal sequent. To arrange such a pruning is easy enough. 
One of the advantages of the structured synthesis calculus is that from the 
derivation of the sequent A4 d ( +p) a procedure realizing the object p can be 
easily obtained. This can be done during a single pass over the derivation. A new 
segment of the procedure is generated each time a new dependency appears in the 
derivation. The process can be strictly determined in a natural manner if a 
realization is assigned to each dependency. So every dependency (X + Y) is 
replaced by (X + Y/r), where r is a program realizing the dependency. The final 
program consists of declarations of procedures realizing objects and a sequence of 
assignment statements. Every assignment statement is of the form x :=f(Y), where 
x, Y are quantities and f(Y) is a term formed using standard operators as well as 
names of declared procedures and subproblems. Each procedure (and subprob- 
lem) definition of a program is of the same form as the program itself. 
Realizations taken into account, the main rules to introduce new dependencies 
look as follows: 
(OR) r- (P =fK)) 
r-(+X/r) 
r-(+p/r;p=.tl 
(SR) l-- ([G]s =!t(x) + R/E) 
T,t(x),E = ([G]+ R/d;st) 
r* (+s/d;[G]s =st) 
(ES) r - Flfi =f,Pzx) 
r- UGIYZ +x/x := (fi =fz/x)) 
(Cl l-d ([G]W+x,Y/d,st) 
r - ([H] Y --+ Z / d’;st’) 
l-- ([G,H] W+X,Y,Z/d,d’;st;st’) 
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Here r is a program, d and d’ are declaration parts, st and st’ are statement parts 
of programs, and cfi =f,/x) denotes the term yielding the solution of the equation 
fi =f2 for X. Now, if we apply the modified rules containing realizations, then 
instead of the sequent A4 * ( +p) we deduce the sequent M * ( +p/r) with r 
being a program realization of the object p. To translate r into abstract scheme 
language it is sufficient to replace each subproblem name by the realization of the 
subproblem and to delete its declaration. 
One can guess that global variables can be disregarded during derivation of an 
abstract scheme for an object p. That is in fact so-subproblem nesting of the 
specification language guarantees correctness of the scheme. The information 
about global variables may be useful for translation into FORTRAN. But one can 
easily collect it from equations when the object realization is being generated, and 
the system planner can do that as well. 
The quantities occurring in any equation are supposed to be separated into 
those with respect to which the equation is solvable and all the others. An 
equation is considered to be solvable with respect to a quantity iff the system 
planner is able to construct a program for the solution. In the standard configura- 
tion the planner is able to solve equations with FORTRAN operators and predefined 
function calls under the restriction that the unknown quantity x occurs in the 
equation only once (as well as all equations of the form x =f, if f does not contain 
x1. To find a solution the planner uses conditional rewriting rules of the form 
P = e, + e2, where p is a formula, and e, and e2 are equations. Let xl,. . . , xk be 
the variables occurring in such a rule. For any terms fi, . . . , fk the rule allows one 
to reduce the equation e,(x, /fi, . . . , xk /fk) to the equation el(x, /f,, . . . , xk/fk) if 
Pb, /fD . . . , xk /fk) is true: any solution of the former equation satisfies the latter 
one. 
The rules which the planner may use to solve equations containing operators + , 
-, * , and / for real numbers are following: 
in!(x,yl,y2,w) 3 + (yl,y2) = w + yl = - (w,y2) 
in!(x,y2,yl,w) * + (yl,y2) = w + y2 = - (w,yl) 
in!(x,yl,y2,w) * - (yl,y2) = w + yl = + (w,y2) 
in!(x,y2,yl,w) j - (yl,y2) = w -+ y2 = - (yl,w) 
in!(x,yl,y2,w) 3 * (yl,y2) = w + yl = /(w,y2) 
in!(x,y2,yl,w) j * (yl,y2) = w --f y2 = /(w,yl) 
in!(x,yl,y2,w) 3 /(yl,y2) = w + yl = * (w,y2) 
in!(x,y2,yl,w) = /(yl,y2) = w -+ y2 = /(yl,w) 
in!(x,w2,wl,wl) =. wl = w2 --, w2 = wl 
The predicate in!(qy,z,w) is true iff the quantity x occurs only once in the term y 
and does not occur in the terms z and W. By these rules one can easy transform, 
for example, the equation v.ms = /( + (vl.ms,v2.ms) /2) into the equation vl.ms 
= - ( * (v.ms,2),v2.ms), which in fact yields a solution of the former and can be 
immediately used in program generation. 
In the system SPORA the rules of equation solving may be changed. To do so one 
must change the library containing the rules in internal representation. The system 
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provides the user with means to create such libraries. Similarly one can switch to a 
new collection of predefined types and operations. So one could predefine a 
functional m which solves equations of the form f(x) = 0 by some numerical 
method and add the rule 
notin!(x,fl,f2) =$ fl = f2 +x = m(func x.- (fl,f2)) 
(the predicate notin!(x,~1,J?j checks whether the variable x occurs in the equation 
fl =fz more than once). In this case the planner, when needing a solution of an 
equation with more than one occurrence of the unknown quantity, would use a call 
of the procedure implementing the functional m. 
To apply equation solving rules, the planner now employs the system PROVE 
processor [6]. The system PROVE was designed for deduction search in Horn clause 
logic. To make use of the processor for equation solving the planner translates 
each rule p - e, + e, into the clause p&solve(e,,x,w) + solve(e,,x,w). The proces- 
sor is also provided with the axiom solve(x =jx,fJ. The formula sofve(e,x,w) means 
that the term w yields a solution of the equation e with respect to x. When the 
planner needs a solution of the equation fi =f2 with respect to the quantity a, it 
requests the system PROVE to prove the theorem 3z solve(f, = fi,a,z). If the system 
succeeds, it yields a program to solve the given equation. The system PROVE allows 
one to use built-in predicates in clauses (in the PROLOG style). Built-in predi- 
cates may be of great help in reducing considerably the time of checking rewriting 
rule conditions and so the total time for finding a solution. This is in fact the case 
with the predicate in!. 
The planner of the system SPORA could employ other equation solvers as well. 
The choice of the system PROVE was dictated by its rather good performance and 
by the similarity of term representation in the two systems. The latter fact 
facilitates forming tasks for the PROVE processor directly in internal representation 
and translating the results backward. 
A relation in DESCARTES can have several variants, differing from each other by 
alternative components and equations. The following specification gives an exam- 
ple of such a relation: 
type motion1 = tuple 
sm : motion; 
dsmax : distance 
case < ( * (sm.vl.ms,sm.v2.ms),O) of 
when true * tex : time; dsex : distance 
/ tex.s = - (/(sm.vl.ms,sm.a)>; 
dsex.m = * (/(sm.vl.ms,2),tex.s); 
dsmax.m = abs(dsex.m) 
othemise * / dsmax.m = abs(ds.m) endc 
endt endtp 
This relation, like the relation motion, represents the idea of rectilinear uni- 
formly accelerated motion. But certain additional characteristics of the motion are 
taken into consideration here, viz.: dsmax, the maximum distance from the initial 
point for the period from tl to t2; ta, the moment when the velocity changes its 
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direction (relative to tl); and dsex, the displacement of the particle at that 
moment. The last two quantities are considered only if the direction of the motion 
changes within the time interval tl,t2. 
For the relation motionl one can pose the problem of computing the value of 
dsmax from the values of tl, t2, vl, m, and F, all the quantities being measured in 
given units. It is clear that in solving the problem by specification one has to use 
equations which are valid only under certain conditions. Thus a program scheme to 
solve the problem cannot do without conditional statements. 
To derive programs with branching from problem specifications we have to 
modify our calculus. Now calculus formulas-equations, dependencies, type asser- 
tions-can have conditions. For simplicity we assume that a relation can have no 
more than two variants. Then, without loss of generality, discriminants of relations 
with variants can be considered as components of boolean type. We use as 
conditions in our calculus only conjunctions of discriminants and their negations. A 
condition b, & . . . &b, is placed at the beginning of a formula in the form 
b I,. . . , b,:. Under these agreements the definition of the type motion1 looks as 
follows: 
(motion1 = b:(sm,dsmax,b,tex,dsex), - b:(sm,dsmax,b),motion(sm), 
distance(dsmax),boolean(b),b:time(tex),b:distance(dsex), 
b:tex.s = -(/(sm.vl.ms,sm.a)X;tex.s,sm.vl.ms,sm.a), 
b:dsex.m = *(/(sm.vl.ms,2),tex.sX;dsex.m,sm.vl.ms,tex.s), 
b:dsmax.m = abs(dsex.mXdsex.m;dsmax.m), - b:dsmax.m = 
abs(ds.mXds.m;dsmax.m),b = (( * (sm.vl.ms,sm.v2.ms),0Xsm.vl.ms,sm.v2.ms;b)) 
After adjusting to conditional formulas the rules TUl and C take the form 
(TUl) r * (t = S,P:t’(a)) 
r a Q.?(x) 
r - P, Q:t ‘(x. a) 
(Cl ra P:([G] W-,x,Y/d;st) 
r 3 Q:([H~Y -+ z/df;st’) 
r* P,Q:([G,H] W+X,~Z/d,d’;st;st’) 
Here P and Q are lists of names of discriminants and their negations. The other 
calculus rules must be modified similarly. Finally the rule of branching which 
allows one to synthesize branching programs is added: 
03) r j P,b:([G] Y,b + X/d;st) 
r* P, - b:([G]Kb +X/d’;st’) 
r = P:([G]Y,b + X/d,d’;if b then st else st’ fi) 
One can notice that the rule B is deficient. It is not hard to specify a relation for 
which the following conditional dependencies hold: bl,b2:(x + y), - bl, - b2:(x + 
y), bl,b3:(x +y), -bI, - b3:(x +y), b2,b3:(x +y), -b2, - b3:(x +y). For this rela- 
tion the value of y always can be computed from the value of x, and yet in our 
calculus it is not so simple to derive a program of the computation. To make it easy 
one should employ a more powerful rule of branching such as in the paper [9]. We 
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prefer the rule B, since applying it does not require us to test formulas for being 
tautologies. 
In the case when relations with variants are involved, the search for a deduction 
of a subproblem sequent is more complicated. The conditions under which 
computability of quantities are ascertained must be taken into account. This 
implies that an equation from E,E’ may be used not once but 2” times, where v is 
the depth of variant nesting of the subproblem specification. To avoid using an 
equation from E,E’ more than once, the system planner employs a restricted 
strategy of deduction search. The strategy allows one to find a solution program, if 
there is any, among those with the following property: each quantity is computed 
just under its defining condition. The strategy seems to be acceptable from the 
practical point of view. 
Up to now we have assumed that there are no recursive references in specifica- 
tions. But in DESCARTES direct and indirect recursive references to relations are 
legal, and this makes the language a really powerful tool for problem specification. 
Let us consider a recursive type definition specifying the sequence of factorials: 
type fact = tuple n,s : integer 
case = (n,O) of 
when true */ s = 1 
otherwise =+ pf : fact 
/ pf.n = -(n,l>; s = * (pf.s,n) endc 
endt endtp 
Using so-called is fondus, the relation can be specified in a more natural way: 
type fact = tuple n,s : integer 
case = (n,O) of 
when true -/ s = 1 
otherwise = ps : integer 
/ is fact(n = -(n,l),s = ps); 
s = *(ps,n) endc 
endt endtp 
The last specification can be considered simply as a syntactical variant of the 
previous one. 
Solving a problem specified with the use of a recursively defined relation may 
require synthesis of a recursive procedure. To be able to derive programs contain- 
ing recursive procedure definitions we introduce into the calculus the rule of 
recursion: 
CR) r = P:t(x) 
l- - P, Q:t(x.y) 
~,P,Q:(x.y.W+x.y.Z/x.y.Z:=h(x.y.W)) *P:(x.W+x.Z/d;st) 
r*P:(x.W+x.Z/d,h=proc(in x.Wout x.Z)st end;x.Z:=h(x.W)) 
Here h is the unique name of the recursive procedure being synthesized. A similar 
rule was exploited by the planner of an experimental version of the system [7]. 
When searching for a deduction using the rule R, the main difficulty is to guess 
input and output parameters of recursive routines. Solving the problem of comput- 
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ing the factorial with the use of the specification fact, we are able to test all 
possible candidates. In general such testing is unrealistic and a subtler procedure 
to select the proper parameters should be employed. 
The rule R is incomplete. It does not suffice to synthesize programs with 
systems of interrecursive procedure definitions. But generalizing it is not difficult at 
all. We do not produce the general rule here, but only because it is too cumber- 
some. 
Concerning the rule of recursion we should add the following. The fact that a 
sequent of the form T,t(x) = (x.X+x.Y/r) is derived with the help of this rule 
does not imply that for every x of the type t under the conditions of r, given the 
values of x.X, the values of x.Y can be computed by the program r. This 
computability can be guaranteed only if x is a finite element. 
The rule of recursion may suggest he idea of synthesizing and using auxiliary 
routines for deduction. The following rule, which is surely sound, can be intro- 
duced: 
(AR) l-,t(x) *P:(x.W-+x.Z/d;st) 
r =a Q:th) 
r*P,Q:(y.W+y.Z/d,s=proc(in x.W,out x.Z)st end;y.Z:=s(y.W)) 
Here s is the name of the auxiliary procedure being synthesized. It is to be 
determined uniquely by the dependency P:(x. W + x. Z /d;st) used in one of the 
premises of the rule. The rule AR enables us in many cases to reduce the length of 
the derivation considerably. And, what is more important, using auxiliary routines 
may shorten the synthesized program considerably. 
Recently a new method of program synthesis by problem specifications in 
DESCARTES was proposed [6]. The method is oriented to the synthesis of programs 
with auxiliary routines. In comparison with the algorithms described in this article 
it promises in some cases an exponential gain both in the time of deduction search 
and in the length of synthesized programs. The method treats recursive specifica- 
tions essentially in the same manner as nonrecursive ones. We hope that exploiting 
this method will improve to a considerable extent the performance of the system. 
To conclude we mention the tools with which the system provides an inexperi- 
enced user. Usually he is inclined to solve problems related to the domain of his 
interest within the framework of programs in conventional programming lan- 
guages. Here he can prepare data for the problems and use the results. So SPORA 
provides for the introduction of problem specifications into FORTRAN, ALGOL, and 
Pascal programs. For each of these languages a processor is incorporated into the 
system which analyses the user program, picks out problem specifications, asks the 
planner for solutions in abstract scheme language, and after having got them 
substitutes their translation into the host language for the specifications. 
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